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Abstract

Two topics will h>~ addressed in this paper.

First, we discuss the

variation of shapes with spin and neutron number for nuclei in the
N = 88 transitional region.

Second, we present comments on the feeding

times of very high spin single-particle yrast states.

*This research was partially supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under
Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
a
^Visitor from GSI, Darmstadt, W. Germany.
^Present address: Dept. of Physics, University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla,
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I. Shape Transition in the N-88 Region
Nuclei with N-82-86 are spherical in the ground state, but become
oblate at high spin along the yrast line as successive high-j nucleons
align their spins along the syometry axis. On the other hand, nuclei
with N > 90 are prolate up to the highest observed spins. One
Illustration of this point is the absence of nanosecond isomers of high
multiplicity in nuclei with N > 90 [1]. It appears that the shell
effects which drive nuclei prolate are not overcome at high spin.
The transitional nuclei with N ~ 88 lie between the above two
classes of nuclei and may exhibit aspects of both classes. In fact,
Bengtsson et al. [2] have pointed out that while the low-lying yrast
states of the N*88 nuclei are of transitional character, a prolate
deformation sets in for I > 6. We might wonder if a further change to
oblate shapes occurs at higher spins, as suggested by liquid drop
considerations [3]. The transitional nuclei provide a testing ground
for studying the interplay of oblate-driving and prolate-driving
effects, and also the variation of nuclear structure with spin and
neutron number within one common framework. This last point may be
understood by examining the Hamlltonian [Ref. 2 ] .

H - H^ - eb - A(P + P+) - wljj - AN

The Lagrange multipliers u (rotational frequency) and A (Fermi energy)
have been introduced to constrain the spin and neutron number: I « <Ix>
and N * <N>. Thus it may be seen that I and N can be treated on an
equal footing with respect to their influence on nuclear structure.

The different modes of generating angular momentum as a function of
spin and neutron number are illustrated in Fig. 1. For N - 82-86, the
yrast angular momentum arises mainly from the alignment of the spins of
a few nucleons around the symmetry axis. The large concentration of
orbits around the equator and the subsequent core polarization lead to
an overall oblate shape of 8 ~

0.1-0.2. For the well-deformed prolate

nuclei with N £ 98, the yrast states are usually generated by the
familiar collective rotation around an axis perpendicular to the
symmetry axis.

In nuclei between these two regions both single-particle

and collective modes contribute at high spin, as the spins of high-j
nucleons align along the rotation axis in response to the Coriolis
force, giving rise to backbending.
We had previously systematically delineated the structure of Dy
isotopes with N * 82-86 [Ref. 4) while the spectroscopy of the Isotopes
with N > 90 is well known from other studies. Thus, to examine the
transitional N-88 region, we chose to concentrate on *^*Dy. We
performed y spectroscopic measurements using the **4gn (™S,4n)
reaction, with 145-165 MeV ^ S beams from the Argonne superconducting
linac. A comprehensive set of experiments was undertaken, including
measurements of y-y coincidences with 3 Ge(Li) detectors, angular
distributions, excitation functions and lifetimes with electronic and
recoil distance techniques.

In all experiments

Dy transitions were

enhanced by requiring coincidences with the sectors of a large Nal
crystal operated either as a sum spectrometer or as a multiplicity
filter.
The level scheme of

15

*Dy in Fig. 2 [Ref. 5} shows for I < 32

features similar to those of the neighboring heavier nuclei which have

intermediate prolate deformation. The positive parity yract levels are
connected by a sequence of stretched E2 translticns with energies which
increase smoothly except around two backbends at 1-14 and 30. This is
also seen on a plot of Ig vs_ fa (Fig. 3), where Ig {(I + 1/2) 2 - K 2 } 1 ' 2 and fc> -

E(I+2)

~

E(I

> .

The ground band

shows a rapidly Increasing moment of inertia, o (*) • —

, symptomatic

of a transitional nucleus. On the other hand, the S-band - which is
probably the rotation-aligned ^13/2 band - seemingly shows a stable
character, as revealed by the fact that its points lie along a straight
line nearly going through the origin. This implies almost constant
values of ^ ^

and 4 < 2 \ whereJl ^

- -3— .

The reason for this

behavior of the S-band is difficult to understand, particularly in view
of the discussion which presently follows.
Near the highest spins the uninterrupted cascade of stretched E2
transitions - which provides a good signature of collectivity - .gives
way to predominantly dipole transitions of 1035 and 878 keV.
Furthermore, above 1-30 there is a fragmentation of the y-flow which is
quite different from those observed in backbending nuclei.

Finally,

the combined state lifetimes and feeding times of the highest levels at
10976 and 12297 keV, 6±l and 5±1 ps respectively, are significantly
longer thr.c the values of „ 0.5 ps observed in the more collective cases
such as

156

» 1 5 8 Dy (Ref. 6 and 7). All these features point towards a

change from collective to single-particle nature at the highest spins
observed in l^ Dy. The single-particle configurations are likely to be
similar to the aligned-particle states of the adjacent nucleus

152

Dy.

In this mass region, where the Fermi level is located near the beginning
of the high-j orbits, only such single-particle configurations would be

expected to become yrast.

As in the lighter Dy isotopes an oblate mass

distribution is expected to be.associated with these states.
Thus, l54Dy probably represents the first example of a shape transition
from prolate to oblate in a heavy nucleus.
The results of the lifetime measurement are summarized in Fig. 4,
which shows the spin-dependence of the quantity Q o (eff), defined as
2) J1'2/ <I 2 0 0 | 1-2 0>.

(JL|L B(E2; 1 * 1 -

This is the usual

intrinsic quadrupole moment for a K-0 band of an axially symmetric
rotor.

The values of Qo(eff) reflects sizeable collectivity already at

low spins, increasing between spins 2 and 6 to a value near those of the
more well-formed nuclei.

However, at higher spins (I - 22-32) there is

a decrease in collectivity, presaging the eventual onset of singleparticle transition rates for I > 33.
In the high spin limit, a rigidly rotating triaxial body has
O 0 (eff) « 0 cos (30° - Y ) » where B and y are the usual parameters
characterizing quadrupole deformation and axial asymmetry (8]. Since
the shape is prolate (Y - 0°) for I ^ 14 and likely oblate (Y « -60°)
for I > 33, it is reasonable to suppose that the decrease in {^(eff)
arises to a significant extent from a change in y, as schematically
indicated in Fig. 5.

[Values of 3 and Y cannot be separately extracted

from a measurement, of only Q o (eff)].

Thus it is probable that ihe

transition from oblate to prolate occurs via triaxial shapes.
It has earlier been pointed out by Baling et al. [Ref. 6] that
there is reduction in 0o(eff) associated with rotation alignment
in i56,158 Dy#

H^y

nave also

onset of triaxiality.

s u gg e 8 ted

that this could be due to the

In comparing the even Dy isotopes with A-154-158,

it is seen that the reduction is more pronounced the smaller the mass.

Indeed it is only in "*Dy that the transition to the single-particle
Halt has been attained.
This limit is reached at 1-33, shortly after the second backbend at
1-30.

The available body of data thus suggests that rotation alignment

is influential in the shape change.

The first backbend is probably due

to the alignment of a pair of 1^3/2 neutrons.

It is not clear which

orbits are responsible for the second backbend in

15

^*Dy since either a

second i^^-neutron pair or a hjj^-proton pair [9) are expected to
align around a frequency of fc> ~ 0.4 MeV.

In fact it is possible that

by this frequency all 6 orbits referred to above are rotation-aligned
and that it is this action which precipitates the occurrence of the
oblate shape.
In Fig. 6 we sketch how rotation-alignment may influence the
shape.

When the spin of a high-j particle aligns along the rotation

vector, the orbit acquires an oblate mass distribution with respect to
this axis.

The degree to which this orbit polarizes the core determines

the axial asymmetry.

The soft core of a transitional nucleus (such

as *-**Dy), in which the prolate-driving forces are just emerging, is
thus susceptible to a shape change upon the rotation-alignment of
several pairs of nucleons.
At the lowest spins all the angular momentum arises from collective
rotation perpendicular to the symmetry axis.

However, as pairs of

nucleons successively align along the perpendicular axis, the spin
carried by the aligned particles grows until it constitutes the total
angular momentum in the oblate limit.
An interesting way of viewing this point is illustrated in Fig. 7,
which was stimulated by the comparison with the behavior of neutron

stars. The gradual decrease in the rotational frequency of the surface
of such stars is interrupted by sharp increases which occur about every
2 y (Fig. 7a). In Fig. 7b is shown the frequency of the rotating
nuclear core as a function of the tine following the
reaction at 155 MeV.

12

*Sn( 3 *S,4n)

i54

Dy

(For purposes of preparing this figure we assume a

small intensity in the cascade proceeding through the 9351 keV level.)
The corresponding spin of the aligned particles is shown in Fig. 7c.
Sudden changes of alignment at the backbends give rise to fluctuations
in the core frequency.

(The fractional frequency change in the nuclear

case is much larger than that for the neutron star-quakes!) The
separation into collective and single-particle components of spin is
probably not as distinct as has baen assumed here, particularly as the
oblate limit is approached.

Nevertheless, this example serves to

illustrate the increasing role of the single-particle mode at the
highest spins (i.e., earliest times).
We conclude this section by reviewing the status of the shapes of
Dy isotopes as a function of spin and neutron number in Fig. 8, using a
plot first Introduced by Bengtsson et al. [2]. Near the boundary
between the regions of oblate aligned-particle configurations and of
prolate rotors at N ~ 88, both modes of excitation appear along the
yrast line. The rotation-aligned S-bands form an intermediate region in
the transition between these modes both as a function of I and N. The
theoretical predictions [2,10] are also indicated in Fig. 8, and are
seen to be in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations.

II. Some Properties of High Spin Allgned-partlde Configurations
The highest spin recorded for a discrete state is 40—in ***Dy. xt
Is an experioental challenge to detect yrast states at even higher spin
and there are also important theoretical questions associated with such
a pursuit. For instance, are the highest angular nomenta generated by
single-particle or collective nodes?

In cases such as * Dy* where the

yrast configurations are of aligned-partlcle character up to the highest
known spins, when and how quickly do the collective excitations set
in?

What are the feeding pathways for the very highest spin states?

Since the preceding cascades of the highest spin states have United
multiplicity—of the order of 10—we nay gain nore direct insight than
has previously been possible into the continuum cascades and thereby
into the states excited above the yrast line. Valuable information, for
instance, may be derived from knowledge of the feeding tines.
A Niels Bohr Institute-Argonne-Purdue collaboration is currently
performing a series of experiments on

147

Gd and preliminary results are

reported here. This nucleus presents a favorable case for high-spin
yrast spectroscopy. The occurrence of a 550 ns isomer (I* • 49/2 + [Ref.
11] or 47/2 [Ref. 12]) provides a clean tag for the transitions feeding
the Isomer. Furthermore the known [4] states above the isomer can be
strongly populated in the (30si,4n) reaction.
The experimental arrangement we have used consisted of 4 Ge
detectors and 16 Nal crystals, including sections of a sum
spectrometer.

A pulsed beam with 0.5 us on- and 1.5 jis off- durations

was employed.

In-beam events in the Ge detectors were accepted only if

they were accompanied by (i) a prompt cascade in the Nal array of
multiplicity

> 2 and (ii) at least one delayed Nal event in the beam-

off period.

Ge-Ge coincidences were recorded with a DC beam, and with

similar requirements as above for prompt and delayed events in the Nal
array.
The preliminary level scheme above the SSO ns isomer is shown in
Fig. 9.

The spin assignments are from Refs. [4] and [11]. There are no

spin assignments for the newly Identified states above 12.2 MeV since
angular distribution measurements have yet to be performed.

The state

at 16.3 MeV is ~ 2 MeV higher than any previously known yrast state in a
heavy nucleus.
The irregular transition energies indicate aligned-partlcle
configurations along the yrast line up to the highest states observed.
No evidence of collective excitations in the form of smoothly increasing
transition energies has been discerned.

This is also reflected in the

fact that the decay times of the highest states are larger than ~2ps,
the stopping time of the recoiling evaporation residues in the Pb
backing of the target.

The decay times have been inferred from the

observation that the y lines are sharp.

The line shapes of transitions

with decay times of $2 ps would show substantial Doppler broadening
since the photon, detected at 0°, would be emitted from a slowing
evaporation residue.

On the other hand, such transitions would yield

sharp lines which are Doppler shifted but not broadened if the residues
were allowed to recoil into vacuum from thin targets.
with these conditions no extra lines were detected.

In an experiment

Similar results

have also been observed in
The decay times have contributions from state lifetimes and
feeding-times, which in principle can be separately determined from a
recoil distance (plunger) measurement.

If it turns out that the feeding

10

times are long, it would indicate single-particle structures at even
higher spin and also above the yiast line. The number of non-discrete
transitions preceding the highest state is small (6-10, assuming 1
55)•

-

Thus, a measurement of the feeding time will yield rather direct

information on the character of the preceding cascade.

It would also be

of interest to determine if there is a connection between the feeding
times and the slow statistical cascades which have been observed [13,14]
in Er isotopes with A ~ 154.
In nuclei such as 1 * 7 Gd and

i52

Dy the yrast lines reflect the

oblate coupling scheme up to the highest observed spin.

No evidence has

so far been found for collective structures in discrete-line
spectroscopy, although studies of the continuum cascades indicate
collectivity above the yrast line [13-16].

It should also be kept in

mind that the quadrupole moment of the 49/2

isomer in

Gd implies fj ~

0.2 [17], a rather sizeable deformation which is also expected [18] for
the higher states. Since no evidence has yet emerged for collective
transitions in the immediate vicinity of the yrast line, the character
of the collective excitations which are built on the very high spin
aligned-particle configurations remains an interesting open problem.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Modes of generating angular momentum as a function of
neutron number and spin.

Fig. 2.

Level scheme of * 5 4 D y >

Fig. 3.

Plot of 1^ vs fro for

l5

*Dy.

Dashed lines connect different

yrast structures.
Fig. 4.

Spin dependence of Q 0 (eff), defined as (B(E2 1 +
lGir/511/2/ < I 2 0 0 | 1-2 0 >.

1-2)

For I > 10 the Clebsch-

Gordon coefficient is almost constant and the right hand
ordinate shows approximate B(E2) - values in Weisskopt
units.
Fig. 5.

Schematic representation of the transition from prolate to
triaxial to oblate shapes, which probably occurs in *'*Dy.

Fig. 6.

Schematic representation of the motion of high-j particle
orbits in the strong coupling and decoupling limits.

The

top part shows the precession of the particle spin vector
about the symmetric and perpendicular axes.

The bottom part

shows the particle orbits viewed along the perpendicular
(rotation) axis.

In the decoupling limit the precession

around the perpendicular axis leads to an oblate mass
distribution with respect to this axis for the orbit.
Fig. 7.

(a) Rotational frequency fluctuation of the surface of a
neutron star,

(b) Rotational frequency of the nuclear core

as a function of time t following the
reaction at 155 MeV.

124

Sn ( 34 S, 4n) 15 *Dy

Abrupt changes correspond either to

the departure from oblate shapes or to backbends.
(c) Aligned particle spin, i, as a function of t. Changes
in i give rise to corresponding fluctuations in the core
frequency shown in (b).
Fig. 8.

'Phases1 of even Dy nuclei as a function of spin and neutron
number. The different modes of generating yrast spin are
indicated.

The hashes indicate the limits of present

experimental knowledge. The theoretical prediction of Ref.
2 and 10 are also indicated.
Fig. 9.

Preliminary level scheme of
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